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Resources List

Acrobat DC Pro allows you to edit, convert, review and sign PDFs. Users can fix typos in a flash, easily change text or images in PDF documents on any device, including tablets and mobile phones.

Adobe After Effects is a digital visual effects, motion graphics, and compositing application developed by Adobe Systems and used in the post-production process of film making, video games and television production.

Adobe Audition is a digital audio workstation developed by Adobe Inc. featuring both a multitrack, non-destructive mix/edit environment and a destructive-approach waveform editing view.

Behance is the leading online platform to showcase and discover creative work. The creative world updates their work in one place to broadcast it widely and efficiently.

Use Creative Cloud Extract to make the Photoshop design to code workflow easier. Extract simplifies the process for both web designers and web developers, and greatly improves the efficiency in transforming a web design to workable code.

Create engaging content in 3D faster with high-quality models, materials, and lighting. Dimension makes it easy to build brand visualizations, illustrations, product mockups, packaging designs, and other creative work.

Dreamweaver helps developers build web sites for the Internet or an intranet, letting developers design, code and manage websites as well as mobile content.

Edge Animate lets web designers create interactive HTML animations for web, digital publishing, rich media advertising and more, reaching both desktop and mobile browsers with ease.

Edge Code is a lightweight text editor for web developers and designers who work with HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Built on the foundation of the open source Brackets project and designed to work in the browser, it speeds up development time by displaying code changes directly on the screen.
Edge Inspect is an essential application for web developers and designers who need to preview their content across multiple mobile devices.

Edge Reflow creates responsive designs faster and creates high-fidelity prototypes through media query breakpoints, precise CSS layouts, grouping and more. Edge Reflow now connects directly to Adobe Photoshop, so you can go from static design to responsive comp in just one click.

Adobe Fireworks is a discontinued bitmap and vector graphics editor, which Adobe acquired in 2005. Fireworks is made for web designers for rapidly creating website prototypes and application interfaces.

Adobe Flash Builder 4.6 software is a professional-grade development tool for rapidly building expressive mobile, web, and desktop applications using Flex and the ActionScript language. It includes support for intelligent coding, interactive step-through debugging, and visual design of user interface layout.

Adobe Fonts is an online service which offers a subscription library of fonts. The fonts may be used directly on websites or synced via Adobe Creative Cloud to applications on the subscriber’s computers.

Adobe Illustrator is a vector graphics editor and design program. It is currently the most popular drawing app.

Adobe InCopy is a professional word processor made by Adobe Inc. It integrates with Adobe InDesign. While InDesign is used to publish printed material, including newspapers and magazines, InCopy is used for general word processing. The software enables editors to write, edit, and design documents.

InDesign is a desktop publishing and typesetting software application. It can be used to create works such as posters, flyers, brochures, magazines, newspapers, presentations, books and ebooks.

Adobe Lightroom is a creative image organization and image manipulation software.

PhoneGap is a software development framework by Adobe System, which is used to develop mobile applications. PhoneGap produces apps for all popular mobile OS platforms such as iOS, Android, BlackBerry, and Windows Mobile OS etc.
Adobe Photoshop is a software application for image editing and photo retouching for use on Windows or MacOS computers. Photoshop offers users the ability to create, enhance, or otherwise edit images, artwork, and illustrations.

Adobe Portfolio is optimized for showcasing your creative work. Choose from a selection of layouts created with a portfolio in mind, designed to fit any creative field, from art, illustration, photography, graphic design, fashion, architecture, motion graphics, to web design, and more.

Adobe Prelude is an ingest and logging tool for tagging media with metadata for searching, post-production workflows, and footage lifecycle management. Adobe Prelude is also made to work closely with Adobe Premiere Pro.

Adobe Premiere Clip is a video editing app that lets you turn your photos and videos into genuine movies.

Premiere Pro is used to easily assemble, finesse, edit, add audio and video effects, create titles, manipulate color and lights for the perfect aesthetic and export your finished project to any screen and any format.

Adobe Preview CC is a Photoshop companion iOS app that lets you preview designs in real-time as you edit them in Photoshop.

Publish Online lets you repurpose your print documents by publishing them online. You can publish a digital version of an InDesign document that works on any device, in any modern web browser, without the need to install a plug-in.

Rush is an all-in-one video editing tool for desktop and mobile. It’s meant to provide video creators with a modern all-in-one video editing solution that allows them to quickly edit a video and publish it on platforms like YouTube and other social networks.

Adobe Scout is an incredibly powerful tool for optimizing your Flash content, because it lets you see what’s really going on behind the scenes in Flash Player.

Shadow mirrors your website across dozens of mobile devices. You can then tweak, test and polish your site, watching as your changes happen in real-time, simultaneously across all the connected devices.

Adobe Spark is an integrated suite of media creation applications for mobile and web developed by Adobe Systems. It comprises three separate design apps: Spark Page, Spark Post, and Spark Video.
SpeedGrade is a color grading application that delivers layer-based color correction and look design tools to ensure that digital video projects are visually consistent and aesthetically compelling.

Adobe Story is a discontinued collaborative script development tool from Adobe Systems Inc. It included scheduling tools, allowing schedules to be created from one or many scripts.

Team Projects is a cloud-hosted collaboration service that allows editors and motion graphics artists to work within Premiere Pro and After Effects. With Team Projects, colleagues can collaborate on video projects from anywhere by syncing changes through the cloud.

Adobe XD is the Adobe prototyping tool for user experience and interaction designers. Adobe XD features are used for creating wireframes, prototypes, and screen designs for digital products such as websites and mobile apps.